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it’s 
all your
fault!!
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‘my
fault’? what

are you
talking
about?

I did
what you
told me
to do --

-- and it’s
all gone to

hell!!!

tell
me what
you did...

no
problem.

you set it up,
and I’ll go
along with

you.

I’m
sorry I

shouted. just
needed to
let it all

out.

if they
can’t, I can
call others,

but they don’t
live in London and
might take longer

to respond.

you
reckon these
people can
help me...?

thanks.
I’ll call you

when it’s
done.
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where did
I put that
business
card?
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right, I’ve
got to leave
early for an

important
meeting.

I’ll
see you

guys in the
morning.

not a hot
date, I hope.

don’t want to
be jealous.

wow. leaving
while the sun

is still shining.

something
wrong?

no,
no. got a
meeting to

get to. don’t
want to be

late.

I wish.
just work
related, I’m

afraid.

well
that’s okay

then.

hope it
goes well,
see you in

the
morning.

will
do. have
a good
night.
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Blobs
Random musings - Lilly Randall

About relationships
and knowledge options

Just a quick post before meeting the Cantina guys with 
Rose. It reminded me that relationships are some of the 
most valuable options. The ability to ring someone and them 
reach out and help you is very special. This is especially true 
when learning new things. People have different learning 
styles; I have trouble learning things straight from a book or 
blog post. Having someone you can ask questions when 
you’re at the point you do not understand speeds up your 
learning process several-fold. At least it did for me.
.

Knowledge options

This ability to learn things quickly lead me to something I call 
knowledge options. Knowledge options are those pieces of 
information I know just enough of. The difference is that I 
learn enough about a subject to understand what can be 
done with the tools, and how long it will take me to learn the 
tools to the point that I can apply them.

Some subjects take a long while to become competent in so 
I start to apply them before I need them so that I’m compe-
tent with them in case I ever need them. Other subjects I 
leave until later. In both cases it is useful to know someone 
who can help me learn.

Another way of creating these knowledge options is to go 
through the contents pages of books and look for terms and 
subjects you do not know. A more general approach is to 
constantly look out for subjects you do not know about.
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Finding a mentor

Finding the right mentor for a subject that is available as well 
can be a challenge. My experience is that practitioners, the 
people who do this stuff in their daily work, are the best 
mentors. The practitioners normally can tell you which are 
the important bits. They have gone through all the material, 
tried it out, and tossed out the things that didn’t work for 
them. Finding these practitioners is a lot easier nowadays 
than before.

To find a mentor for a subject, I start with searching for the 
authors who have published a good book on the subject. I 
then look for the community of practitioners who gather 
around the author. Besides the fact that the practitioners 
have lived through the experience, they normally have more 
time to spend explaining things to you than a busy author. 
These days most subjects have a community who meet in 
an on-line forum (e:mail /facebook / linkedin group ) to dis-
cuss the material. The groups are normally very supportive 
of people asking questions about the subject and provide a 
very valuable resource.

Conscious Incompetence

 

Knowledge options explicitly acknowledge the value of being 
consciously incompetent about a subject with one extra 
criteria. How long it will take to become consciously compe-
tent in the subject. If a subject takes a long time to learn and 
it is likely to be useful, then learn the subject early. If it takes 
a short time, the learning commitment can be deferred.

 
The conscious competence model was invented by Noel Burch in the 1970, 
though some incorrectly attribute it to Abraham Maslow.
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hiya.

hey.
you managed
to make it

through the
day.

I walk
past this place
all the time.
never been in

though.

just.
thanks for
doing this.

hope it
works.

it will,
but you

have to pay
attention and

give it time.

yeah, well.
most people

only see things
they’re looking

for...

that’s
what’s good
about this

little hive of
scum and
villainy --

-- known
only to a
chosen

few.
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the
learning
cantina.

great,
lilly.

Good to
see you.

Hi, Jon.
how are

you?

hi, there.
you must be

rose. We spoke
on the
phone.

I have
a table over
here. Do you
want to join

me?
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on the
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a table over
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right. so
there are three
things you need

to know on
your project.

you’re
best speaking

to liz keogh to
work out where

you want
to go --

-- and how
to get between

the two as quickly
as possible.

let’s
start with
where you
are now.

where
you are
going --

sounds
simple
enough

okay.

-- where
you are --

I can give
you some pointers

about the last
two: where you are

and how to go
quickly.

on the
phone you

said that you’re
spending a lot

of time on
gathering status,
but you still do
not know where

you are.

yes.
there

are only three
statuses for

a task --

-- not
started -- 

-- work in
progress --

-- and
done.

I have
asked Liz to

join us
later.
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then get
the team

to do it for
themselves.

they need
to know what’s
going on after

all.

but it’s
not for them.

I need the
status for

management.
it’s more

impportant that
the team knows
the status than

management.

but that
sounds like

even more than
I’m doing

now.

so each
task of analysis

design, development
or testing all

need a queue or
buffer in front
of them for the

tasks not started.

percentages
are just

nonsense.
even 99%. that

remaining
percent could

take weeks.

still a
lot of

uncertainty
there.

what!
are you
crazy?
why?!

so
they can

co-ordinate
their

activity.
but
I do
that.

and how
is that

working
for you?

let the
team do it

instead, so you
can focus on
the important

stuff.

I have
to go. I

assume you’ll
be okay here

now. yeah. no
problem.

I’ll call
tomorrow.

hiya...
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how do
I keep the
meeting to
five or ten
minutes? make

everyone
stand up.

okay.
so now I

know where
I am --

-- how do I
get to go as

quickly as
possible?

how
do I do
that?

even I
struggle

to work my
way around
the plan.

stick your
work on a wall
and get them to
update it with you

once a day.

a five
or ten minute
meeting should

be enough.

first,
focus on

time rather
than cost.

leave the
developers
and testers
to get on
with their

tasks.

your
job is to
focus on
blocked
items --

-- and the
queues or
‘waiting’
states,

monitor
that people
are working
on one item
at a time --

it’s
preferable

to have  multiple
people on one

task.

-- People
working on more

than one task
means you have
hidden queues.
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I almost
forgot one
of the most
important
things --

-- you
should identify
dependencies

on your
project.

working
on more than
one task, or

task switching
as we call it,
is ineffective.

it is a
signal for you
that things are

blocked, but
not reported

as such.

you could
always pay down
some technical

debt --

-- which
speeds up

development
as well.

oh
dear...

I use
a gantt
chart.

that’s not
enough.

you
need to

find a way
to break the
depenencies

between
tasks.

that
covers

the basics.

we now
need to think
how we use

real options
to handle

uncertainty.

oh-- here’s
liz keogh.
Perfect
timing.

she
can help
us with
this.
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using
real options

to handle
uncertanty.

avoid
committing
too early.

and how
do you
manage
that?

you
have several
ways of doing
something --

-- but don’t
know the

‘best’ way to
do it.

happens
practically
every day.

right.
there are

three
approaches.

One,
postpone

the commitment,
collect more
information.

Two,
choose the
option that
is easiest to

change.

liz,
this is

lilly’s sister,
rose.

rose,
this is liz
keogh.

how
are you
doing?

great.
pleased
to meet

you.

I take
it that jon

has got
the ball
rolling --

-- where
are we
up to?
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Suppose
you’re building

a website, you don’t
know how popular

it will be. 

you can
store data in
a cheap to

implement file, or
an expensive

database.

changing
will require you
to change lots

of your
web-site.

instead you
write some

software to sit
between the

website and the
data store --

-- which
could be either

the file or
database.

first you
use the file,

and if the site
is more popular,
you can easily

change to
use the

database.

the end
solution
is slightly

more expensive,
but it allows

you to delay the
commitment.

which of
the three

approaches
do you
use?

I do
all

three. obviously. just
hope I

remember
this.

okay.

Three,
invest in

a different
approach that
allows change
to be easier.

the first
two seem quite

straightforward.
not sure about

the third.
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what are
you doing

here?

ideally
you would

want to hire
someone like

him.

this is
the last

place I would
expect to
find you.

rose
is lilly’s
sister --

-- she
needs a

real options
coach.

you are
kidding. steve

is gonna
flip.

rose,
I think it’s

time for you to
buy me drink. fair

enough.
this rounds

on me.

I’ll
give you

a hand, and
we can have

a chat.

gary?
he’s on my

team!

gary...?
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<<to be determined date>>     Tuesday

Dear Susan,

At University most of my friends lived together in one of two big houses. They were on the

same street side by side and they were owned by the same landlord. The landlord had a lot

of properties that he rented out to students. All of them were the same. Same kitchen,

same bathroom. I suspected the landlord had a warehouse full of spares that he bought at

the same time he bought the kitchens.

I ate dinner at one of the houses quite a few times. I would come in and the kitchen would be

spotless. Two of the guys in the house were really fussy and insisted on everyone cleaning up

the kitchen after a meal. They were also pretty disciplined at replacing things that ran out.

They had a schedule and everything. The others went along with but I think they liked the

place being tidy as well. Whenever I was round there at dinner time they would offer something

to eat. Within ten to fifteen minutes we would have something on our plates to eat. These

were student days so it was normally pretty basic.

Next door were the gym guys. They had moved the kitchen table to one side and installed a

weights bench. One thing I remember vividly was that there were never, ever, ever clean cups.

The kitchen sink was normally full of dirty pots but a cup of tea required a trawl of the living

room and residents bedrooms. Whenever I had a cup of tea there I normally had to go to the

shops at the corner to get milk, tea bags and even washing up liquid on one occasion. It did

not worry me too much as it took just as long to find a couple of cups in the rubbish tip that

they called a living room. One time one of the guys invited a new girlfriend around for dinner.

It took him so long to prepare it that she dumped him. His performance was that impressive.

I’ve come to realise that technical debt is like a dirty kitchen. You cannot find anything and

you have to clean up before you start to do any real work. While a little is still manageable on

a daily basis, if it gets too big the act of cleaning up and hunting for things is a real gumption

trap (from Zen and the Art of Motorcycle maintenance).

At some point the mess is too big to find things and it becomes easier to give up. This builds

up to a series of failed attempts to clean up and the initiative to start becomes smaller and

smaller. 



<<to be determined date>>     Tuesday

Paying down technical debt or “Refactoring” as some of the developers call it is the equivalent

of cleaning the kitchen and putting stuff in the right place. This means that the next person

who comes along will know where to find what they need where they expect it to be.

Options helped me realise that technical debt is not debt. It is not a fixed cost. 

Rather it is a sold option. The more valuable and urgent the requirement, the more the

“sold option” ( Technical Debt ) costs you. As the guy who lost the girlfriend knows all too

well. Sadly people never learn, he lost the next two girlfriends after me as well though we all

became good friends. 

I now realise that paying down technical debt is like keeping the kitchen clean. It helps me

respond quicker and deliver faster with less effort. This gives me more options which is a

good thing. Sometimes the most valuable investment for the business is a pair of

technology cleaning gloves.

One last thing, tonight Lilly took me to The Learning Cantina. Amazing how she always finds

these extraordinary places. She introduced me to Jon Terry and Liz Keogh and we had a great

conversation about project management and Real Options. Sounds interesting, this options

thinking. Made sense to me, but I’m not sure how this is going to help me. I’ll first start with

the project management ideas.

When I googled Liz I came a cross a blog post of her describing a real life situation where

she applied options thinking.

Good night, Susan. Time to get some sleep.



A few years back, I met Chris Parsons when he gave a talk about a topic I was hugely
interested in.   Chris was the CEO of Eden Development, a little software house down in
Winchester. Meeting him resulted in us both appreciating o�ering options in real life.
 
After the talk Chris and I exchanged ideas about some questions he’d had diculty
answering. He seemed impressed and suggested I should come and coach his team for a
day or two. I like small companies; they’re usually fun and easy to coach. So, I o�ered him
a fairly low rate and Chris replied promptly and said, “Come down on Monday.”
“ Hmmm, you said, ‘A day or two.’,” I reminded him. “You see, Winchester’s two and a half
hours by train, each way, and I don’t really feel like travelling for �ve hours only to do it
again the next day, so I have a proposal.”
I o�ered Chris the option for my help on the second day, at the same low rate. Chris could
buy this option for the price of a hotel and a meal. If he paid for my hotel, I’d stay there
regardless. This way I would have a nice relaxed time instead of trying to travel there and
back in one day, and if Chris wanted me back for the second day all he needed to do was
let me know before I left on the �rst day.

Chris loved the idea. I booked the hotel, and towards the end of the �rst day, I shared the
idea of Feature Injection, which Chris Matts had taught me - pulling out work items from
an initial project vision by considering the di�erent stakeholders of a project, their goals,
and the capabilities the system would need to meet them.

Chris Parsons was so pleased with the results on the �rst day that he asked me to come
back on the second day - he used the option. When I came back in, Chris said, “I’ve spoken
to our client and asked him to keep a prioritized list of the things he wants. We only need to
know the top six things he wants us to work on.   This allows us to help him focus on the
stakeholder goals more e�ectively. We’ll chat with him once a week to get more. Now...
how do we make this work?”

When I called back a few months later to see how things were going, they had reduced
the limit to three items, talking to their client twice a week. It turned out their client loved
having the option to change his mind too!

Clients value changing their minds too

Software, Training, Coaching, Writing.
Liz Keogh’s Blog

Nov
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AnalysisBacklog Prioritised Development Test Prod

what
statuses

would the
work be

in? that
looks
good.

we may
want to have

an unprioritised
and a prioritised
backlog status

as well.

now we
need the queues
in front of the

states.
let’s call

them “ready
for --”

is everyone
here? please make

sure you can
see the wall.

can everyone
please write every

task they are working
on on a sticky and
place it on the wall
under the state it’s

in. 

I’ve cleared
this wall in my
office for a
visualisation

board.
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Right, excellent.
let’s stand back and
have a look at what

we’ve got.
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Analysis
Ready

for
Analysis

Ready
for
Dev

Standards
Approval

Prioritised Development
Ready

for
Test

Test

now can
you take these
orange stickies

and place them on
those tasks that

are blocked
indicating why they

are blocked.

Right....okay.
again, let’s

stand back and
have a look
at what we’ve

got.
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no, no,
no! that needs
to go back a

column.

when
was that
decided?

while we
were at the
board. Didn’t
you see us
change it?

No,
and you

didn’t find it
necessary to
inform the
rest of us?

can you
guys keep it

down. We’re
finding

it hard to
concentrate

out here.
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hey, hey
hey. don’t

throw
that...

what?
what did

I do?

she has
a point, you
are being a

bit too
loud. I have

to work in
my office,
you know...

How
about if

we move it
outside?

and
disturb

everyone?

I need
to see it
as well.

well I
don’t know

what to
suggest.

can’t
believe I

didn’t think of
it before.

feeling
strong enough

to move my
desk?

....?

okay.
everything

is now out here, 
including

me --

-- so at a
glance we can
all see what’s

going on.

any
meetings or

discussions can
now be in my
old office.

Ready
for
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we need
people to be
able to move
between the
roles more

freely 
so skills and

organisational
fiefdom’s
stuff? 

how
do we do

that?

we
allocate

people to a
task that they
are just about
able to do --

-- not 
just the best
people for

the job.

they
should not

be allocated
to anything. so

if a problem
comes up, they
are immediately

available
to address it.

can we
do that?

steve and
I need to hand off

our work to others
and go help the

testing team.

why are
you taking so
long to test

each item?

we do
not really

know what we
are testing.

the
specifications
do not have

 enough detail
for us
to test.

we have
to work

it out for
ourselves.

this is a
problem with
the business
analysis --

-- steve
and I cannot
help you with

that.

we are going
to do as much as
we can with the

testers.

ask lilly.
she should be
able to find
someone to
help us on

this.

not
a bad
idea...
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 Hope I’m not
interrupting
anything...

We’re having
some trouble with

the testing. Detailing
specifications.

Hey, sis.
What’s up?

It’s
okay. I can
multitask.

A few.  I take
it that this

is a, ‘as soon
as possible’
situation?

 Isn’t it
always?

Lilly...

Hey,
Magnus. How’s

it going?

Same
as

usual.

Hang
on a mo...
Putting
you on
speaker.

That
bad,
huh? You

know
it.

 Heh.  I’ve got
my sister, Rose,

patched in. She’s in
desperate need
of a Business

Analyst --

Always
welcome the
opportunity
to rescue a
damsel in
distress.

Rose,
this is

Magnus.

Magnus,
this is my big
sister, Rose.

Hello,
Rose.

Right. Now
that I’ve introduced

you, I’m going to leave
you kids to it. I’ll
speak to you guys
later. Play nice. A

pleasure as
always, Lilly.

So tell me,
Rose, just how
desperate is the

situation?
 Hiya.

thanks,
sis.

You
know anyone that

can be any help with
Business Analysis?

-- And as
you’re the man

to go to in a crisis,
I’d thought I’d give
you first crack at

being her white
knight.

BRRHGG
BRRHGG

BRRHGG
BRR--CHKKCHKK
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thanks,
sis.
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...by any other name...
Rose Randall’s Blog

Visualisation Boards.

Today I worked with Gary on creating a visualisation 
board for my team. By visualising our process and 
making the process steps more explicit it becomes easier 
for us to see how we are doing and where the problems 
are. 

What is a visualisation board?
A visualisation board is a tool to help you improve your 
process. It is literally a board where you visualise both 
the process and its steps and the current status of work 
within that process.

Origins of a visualisation board
The origins for a visualisation board is at Toyota. Toyota 
identified that storing, trucking, shipping and a number of 
other process steps in their manufacturing process are 
non value adding. By mapping out the steps that create 
value as well as the steps in-between that do not add 
value you create a 'value stream'. 

Taiichi Ohno’s Toyota Production System focuses on the 
delivery of value and the creation of knowledge. In Lean 
Thinking (book by Womack and Jones) the process is 
explained by going through the description of the value 
stream of a can of cola. The value of a can of cola is 
realised when the customer consumes it. 

The value stream of a can of cola starts with the extrac-
tion of Bauxite from a mine in Australia. The resources 
and half-products are stored, trucked and shipped all 
over the world. In Iceland the ore is used to produce 
ingots of aluminium. In Finland the ingots are used to 
produce rolls of aluminium. In Spain these aluminium 
rolls are stamped into circles that are formed into cans. 
The cans are filled with Cola, send to the warehouse and 
from there to supermarkets where we buy them and final-
ly drink the cola. The whole process takes 365 days how-
ever there are only 24 hours of value adding activity. 
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By mapping the process out it becomes easier to get an 
overview of what is happening. We wanted to create 
something similar for our project. What are all the steps 
we take to realise our goal and how do they all relate?

How to create a visualisation board?
With our project the steps are less explicit and less 
visual. So we need to draw them out. The important vis-
ualisation of our board is both the states of our work 
where we add value as well as the waiting states or 
queues before and after them.

The ideal visualisation board has only three states. “Wait-
ing” (work is waiting to be done), “Work in Progress” 
(where we do the actual work) and “Done” (when the 
work is done, duh.). However in the real world, systems 
are often more complicated. The whole process consists 
of multiple specialisms resulting in multi-step processes. 
We model each of these specialisms as a column in our 
visualisation board. In order to create a little buffer be-
tween these steps the visualisation board is extended by 
having a “Waiting” and “Done” for each process step. As 
the “Done” from one process is the “Waiting” of the next 
process, these queues are often named after the process 
they feed, e.g. “Waiting for development”.

Column modelling
Steps to create a visualisation board turned out to be 
reasonably simple. We modelled each step in our pro-
cess as a column and added buffers between all these 
steps. We took extra care to ensure that all process 
steps done by different individuals or groups are includ-
ed, even though they may only take a few seconds. 
An example of a step that could be done quickly but we 
have still modelled is the “Standards Approval” where our 
system administrators check if everything is done accord-
ing to the standards. Getting the approval may some-
times take a long time as the admin guys are generally 
very busy. This causes us significant delays. By having 
this on the board it’s clearly visible when this is delaying 
us.

Hopefully when this happens to often we can have a 
conversation on how to remove this step and keep every-
body happy and satisfied. When we have some time we 
will look into how to remove this. First we need to create 
trust in each other and increase the visibility of the ap-
proval problem.
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Hidden queues
Process steps and waiting for them is one type of queue. 
There are two other types we out for: waiting and multi-
tasking.

When we can’t continue to work on something because 
we have to wait on something or someone, the items we 
can’t work on at that time are considered blocked. 
To visualise these we agreed to write what’s causing the 
delay on a brightly coloured sticky note. If the board is 
full of those brightly coloured stickies we know we have a 
problem.

Multitasking is when someone works on more than one 
item at a time. When you are working on more than one 
work item, you have created a hidden queue formed by 
the items you are currently not actively working on. The 
solution is simple. For starters we decided on a one item 
per person policy. We’ll see how this works out and can 
change it later.

Bottleneck / capacity management
Eli Goldratt created a theory based on identifying the 
constraints to optimise throughput in a system. In other 
words how much a factory (or any other process) produc-
es is determined by its slowest step. Assume producing a 
car takes ten steps. At each of these steps the team 
working there is able to handle producing 20 cars per 
hour, except for one step where they can only handle 
producing 12 cars per hour. Because all of the steps 
have to be done to produce the car, the total productivity 
can never be higher than 12 cars per hour.

The step that is creating the fewest cars in this example 
is called the constraint. It constraints or limits the total 
productivity. Adding additional capacity to anywhere in 
the system other than at the constraint will have no bene-
ficial impact. It is only possible to improve the capacity of 
the whole by adding capacity at the constraint.

Board patterns
Gary used this Theory of Constraints by Eli Goldratt to 
explain some common patterns to look for when using a 
visualisation board. When you have a constraint in your 
system (board) work will queue up in front of a constraint. 
Also the steps after the constraint will have less work 
ready to work on as they are waiting for work to come 
through the constraint.
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thank you
for meeting us
at such short

notice.
my

pleasure.

deliver the
software the

cliens ask
for.

even more
so, you want to

deliver it in
small slices.

no.
okay. let’s

approach this
from another
perspective --

then the
clients can see

exactly what they
are getting, and

if necessary
adjust.

also they
can put it into

the market and get
feedback on it

from customers
or potential
customers.

why
small
slices?

our testers
do not know
what to test.

so what
do you think
the problem

is?

-- what do
you want to

do?

you want
to deliver

value.
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so they
only really know
where they are
when things are

delivered to
production.

so the
problem

we face is that
the users ask
for solutions

for their immediate
concern, from their
perspective, rather
than tell us the
value they want
to get out of
the project.

yes. tea,
please.

okay.
tea and a

coffe,
please.

coming
right up.

not at
the moment,

thanks.I’m getting
a drink, you
two want
anything?

it’s more
about what’s wrong
now, compared to
what would make

the product good.

they
ask for
features.

the clients
never ask for
value though.

it should
be about

collaboration
and the best
solution for
the business

investor.

be aware
that you are
talking about
‘us and ’them’.

but surely
it makes things

harder for us to
develop the
software.

exactly.
it’s less risky

from the business
investor’s perspective

to deliver small
increments rather

than big increments
of software.
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you
know what

you have just
done?

-- what they
really want
is a hot cup

of tea.

your clients
ask for a

tea bag like this
one --

then they
come back for
milk, a cup, hot

water, etc.

I
get
it.

exactly.

I asked
for something
of value to me.

you
didn’t ask
for a tea

bag.

the
outputs, I
suppose.

so how
do I foind out
what the value

is?

right
on.

you have
asked for a
cup of tea.

??

where is
the value in
any system?

the inputs
or the

outputs?
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wrong.

thank
you.

thanks.

here
you go.

-- it’s
increasing
value or
reducing
costs.

that’s
obvious --

well, you
need to know
when to stop

asking
‘why?’.

you can
only do that

if you know what
business value

looks like.

is
that
all?

ask ‘why’
to move the

discussion in the
direction of the

outcomes.

how
do I do
that?

it means
that if the client is

describing the inputs or
operations of the system,

you have to find the
outcome they need

to identify the
value. 

so
what use is

that?
it’s in the

outcomes which
is a result of
the outputs.
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you miss
the most
important.

exactly.

minimal effort
may be needed to
protect revenue,

but significant effort
may be needed to

increase it.

what’s the
difference?

otherwise
you may turn a

‘protect revenue’
into an ‘increase

revenue’ --

it needs
to work instead
of it needs to

shine.

so how
do I know we
have delivered

value?

either
attracting new
customers or

getting existing
ones to spend

more.

yes.

is that
important?

most
development

is about retaining
customers, or risk
management, or

regulatory
requirements.

protecting
revenue or

avoiding
costs.

-- and do
unnecessary

additional work
because you

cannot see how
something will

increase revenue.
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you miss
the most
important.

exactly.

minimal effort
may be needed to
protect revenue,

but significant effort
may be needed to

increase it.

what’s the
difference?

otherwise
you may turn a

‘protect revenue’
into an ‘increase

revenue’ --

it needs
to work instead
of it needs to

shine.

so how
do I know we
have delivered

value?

either
attracting new
customers or

getting existing
ones to spend

more.

yes.

is that
important?

most
development

is about retaining
customers, or risk
management, or

regulatory
requirements.

protecting
revenue or

avoiding
costs.

-- and do
unnecessary

additional work
because you

cannot see how
something will

increase revenue.

well think
back...

we have
more options in
the way we can

deliver the
value.

so lets
assume I

still want
a cup of

tea.

Going back to
the cup of tea:
so now we know
we want a tasty
hot drink rather

than a tea
bag.

how do
we get hot

water?

so we need
a tea bag, a cup,
milk, sugar and

a spoon.

now that
we know you want a
cup of tea, we can

easily work backwards
to identify the processes

and inputs needed to
produce a cup

of tea.

okay.
what
next?

and you’ll
notice they’ll
start asking

different kinds
of questions.

sometimes
it’s because they
start to use that

part of the
system

sometimes
they tell you,

but that is
rare.

there are
a number of

ways.

when have you
as a human being
known that you

have delivered value
to someone else?
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we need
cold water that

we heat in a
kettle.

to
extract

tea.

so by
starting at the end
I can more easily
see assumptions

I’m making and thus
spot more options
to deliver what is

needed. 

I think I
just need dry

tea leaves and a
way of filtering
them from the

water.

so do
you need a
tea bag?

hmmmm.

what
would you

need a
tea bag

for?

also you
said you need

a tea bag.

for example,
on a camping trip
you may heat water
on a fire or even

take it in a
flask.

-- but
depending on

your context, there
are many ways to

heat water.
I

agree we
need cold
water --

what
if I miss

something?
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we need
cold water that

we heat in a
kettle.

to
extract

tea.

so by
starting at the end
I can more easily
see assumptions

I’m making and thus
spot more options
to deliver what is

needed. 

I think I
just need dry

tea leaves and a
way of filtering
them from the

water.

so do
you need a
tea bag?

hmmmm.

what
would you

need a
tea bag

for?

also you
said you need

a tea bag.

for example,
on a camping trip
you may heat water
on a fire or even

take it in a
flask.

-- but
depending on

your context, there
are many ways to

heat water.
I

agree we
need cold
water --

what
if I miss

something?

the great
thing about starting
at the end is that you

cannot miss something
that is needed to

produce the
outcome.

what
do you
mean?

say you
are setting up a

café on the
beach --

-- and
eventually
pay for an
electricity

supply.

then you
boil water on
a camping gas

ring --

is
that
it?

-- you start by
using flasks of

hot water to test
the market.

as a result
you can deliver with

the minimal amount of
effort by choosing
appropriate options

to implement.

cool.

and
your strategy

determines what
value you are
not currently
going to chase.

yes.

so the
business value

defines the scope
of the

functionality?

not only that,
but you do not

include things that
are unnecessary.
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we have
done it
for tea.

if we
want to sell
coffee, things

can remain
the same.

however, if
we want to sell
cans of soda we
would need to
have something

that cools
stuff.

let me
do this with
an abstract

example.

-- or ‘break
the model’ as

we call it.

and ice creams,
we need to keep

them frozen.

all cans of
soda would be

the same.what
do you
mean?

we need to
consider if there

are other examples
that require us to

change our
solution --

meaning?

and from
here you would

look at the
rest of the
solution.

I
still don’t

get it.

once again,
all ice creams
would be the

same.
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we have
done it
for tea.
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want to sell
coffee, things

can remain
the same.

however, if
we want to sell
cans of soda we
would need to
have something

that cools
stuff.

let me
do this with
an abstract

example.

-- or ‘break
the model’ as

we call it.

and ice creams,
we need to keep

them frozen.

all cans of
soda would be

the same.what
do you
mean?

we need to
consider if there

are other examples
that require us to

change our
solution --

meaning?

and from
here you would

look at the
rest of the
solution.

I
still don’t

get it.

once again,
all ice creams
would be the

same.

what
is this?

and?

so the
model is now

‘coloured
squares’’.

could be,
but as we went

red with the last
one, we could just

say ‘coloured’.

so I
suppose that
we can add
red to the

model.

all
square.

-- the model
is now ‘a black

or white
square’.

if we
incorporate
them both --

right.

shape,
yes colour,

no..

are
they the
same?

a
black

square and
a white
square.

and
now?

right.
this is our

model.

what
about
this? model is

now, black, white,
red and green

squares?

pretty
much.

a
black

square.
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yes.

So the model
becomes  ‘coloured

straight sided
shapes’.

but
they all

have straight
sides.

possibly.

so we
now include
triangles?

well, all
the squares are

the same.what
about
this?

okay...

‘smooth
sided’ would

be more
elegant.

this
would now be
‘straight and
curved sided

shapes’.

so you’re
adjusting, evolving,
the model as each

new example is
introduced.

by creating
the model, we can
use it to identify
an example that

is different -- -- or whether
the example
already fits
in the model.

regular and
irregular.

okay,
one

more.

yes.
now you’ve

got it.

‘plain and
patterned’?
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You seem
to be getting

it by now.

‘never commit
early unless you know
why’ tells us when to
make a commitment:

 when we have
the necessary
information. 

why
does that

mean output
to input
works?

if we move from
inputs to outputs at

 each step, we do not know
whether we have all the

information we need
to satisfy that

step.

my sister
told me the real
options model is:

Options have
value, options

expire.

how does
this relate to
real options?

real
options!!

how do
I know this

back to front
thing works?

never commit
early unless you

know why. I don’t
see how that

fits into
this.
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we cannot
wait to get back
and implement

this.

if we move from
outputs to inputs, we
 know at each step
that we have the
information we
need to satisfy

the output.

kent,
you are
quiet --

thank you,
magnus --

don’t
you have any
questions?

i’ve been
a big fan

of this for
years.

not
really.

just never
been given the
opportunity to

try it.
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Blobs
Random musings - Lilly Randall

Feature Injection:
Hunt the value?

Always looking for ways of analysing problems to come up 
with solutions I came across a website that described
Feature Injection. Feature Injection has three steps:
1) Hunt the value.
2) Inject the features.
3) Break the model.
0) repeat

What value to hunt?

Feature Injection tells us to move toward the outcome until 
we encounter value. That sounds nice, but is more difficult 
when you try to apply this. Value is created when a benefit is 
created for either the consumer or the producer of a product 
or service that they are willing to pay for.
There are four ways of generating value: increasing or pro-
tecting revenue, or reducing or avoiding costs in alignment 
with the strategy of the organisation.

If that is the case then why are Twitter and Instagram worth 
so much? Facebook bought Instagram for a cool billion dol-
lars even though it does not generate a cent in revenue. 
Twitter was worth gazzilions even when it wasn’t generating 
any revenue either. The value model is well and truly 
broken!
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A number of modern companies do not build revenue 
models. Instead they build options to generate revenue. 
These options have two important aspects.... Network and 
Usage.

Network

Social Networks are more valuable to their users if they 
have more users or a bigger network. How much is the first 
telephone worth if no one else in the world has one? Only 
Alexander Graham Bell really got to think about that and 
came up with a clever solution. He understood the impor-
tance of network and gave away phones for free to hotels 
and other places where many people would get to use them. 

Usage

Usage is another important aspect. If people do not use your 
service, there is no way you generate revenue from them. 
The more they use your service, the more likely they are to 
generate a revenue for you. Revenue can be them paying 
for a service or indirect like ads.

There’s value in numbers

In order to get the most value out of the network and usage 
it is important to accurately measure EVERYTHING!. Think-
ing you have a big network is not the same as knowing you 
have exactly 501,217 users and seeing a graph of the trend. 
Thinking people use your product is not the same as know-
ing that they use it on average for 27 minutes per day. Num-
bers are key! 

Hunting the value requires you to think about your context 
and where the value could be. It is no longer just reducing 
cost and increasing revenue. Understand where your value 
is coming from.

Seeya next time -
L
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<<to be determined date>>     Wednesday

Dear Susan,

Really excited about some stuff at work. Last week we met with Magnus (a friend of Lilly)

who explained "Feature Injection" to Kent and me. This week we started applying it together

with the team. 

What we discovered was that much of the work we were doing so far was building Tea Bags

when in fact we wanted to deliver cups of tea. We needed to become more focused on the

end result, not just doing the steps.

For each task (or tea bag as we now call them) we identified the value it delivers. It turned

out that a lot of the items we were working on were related to the same outcome and that we

should be doing them together to deliver value rather than simply deliver unrelated chunks of

functionality. 

We called a meeting with our customers and asked them to tell us what they wanted. Rather

than discuss the individual Tea Bags, we discussed the value items or cups of tea. It was a

really hard discussion but we managed to defer a number of items. Even more amazing was

that for two value items the customers decided the value did not justify the effort required

and so we scrapped them all together.

We have agreed a regular meeting every two weeks to prioritise the next thing we want to

start. So it would appear that one of the key benefits of Feature Injection is not to just to

identify the things needed but to identify the things we should start building.

You know what Susan, I may just start to like running a project (but don’t tell any one).

Good night,

Rose
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